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We address the role of non-local Coulomb correlations and short-range magnetic fluctuations in
the high-temperature phase of Sr2IrO4 within state-of-the-art spectroscopic and first-principles theo-
retical methods. Introducing a novel cluster dynamical mean field scheme, we compute momentum-
resolved spectral functions, which we find to be in excellent agreement with angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectra. We show that while short-range antiferromagnetic fluctuations are crucial to
account for the electronic properties of the material even in the high-temperature paramagnetic
phase, long-range magnetic order is not a necessary ingredient of the insulating state. Upon dop-
ing, an exotic metallic state is generated, exhibiting cuprate-like pseudo-gap spectral properties, for
which we propose a surprisingly simple theoretical mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
The iridium oxide Sr2IrO4 is not only isostructural
to the celebrated high-temperature superconducting cop-
per oxides of the La2CuO4 family. The similarities in
the low-energy electronic structure of these compounds,
with a single orbital forming the low-energy states, are
even more intriguing. In the case of cuprates it is a sin-
gle half-filled x2-y2 orbital, subject to strong electronic
Coulomb correlations, that determines the low-energy
properties, presumably including superconductivity [1].
In the t52g system Sr2IrO4 a complex spin-orbit entan-
gled compound orbital carries a single hole [2, 3]. While
in the cuprates the single-orbital nature of the low-energy
electronic structure results from the single-particle band
structure, in the iridate it is the result of the joined ac-
tion of Coulomb interactions and spin-orbit interactions
that effectively suppress the degeneracy [4, 5].
As in the cuprates, stoechiometric samples of Sr2IrO4
are insulating as a result of Coulomb interaction effects
beyond the single-particle band picture, and at low tem-
peratures antiferromagnetic order sets in [6]. The phase
diagram has been explored extensively both, using dif-
ferent theoretical methods [4, 5, 7–18] and by various
experimental probes: optics [2, 19–24], photoemission
[2, 17, 25–34], transport [3, 35–40], scanning tunneling
microscopy and spectroscopy experiments [41, 42], and
X-ray spectroscopy [43–47] have contributed to establish
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the picture of an insulator with a strongly temperature-
dependent gap that is however not affected by the onset
of magnetic order. This is a fortiori intriguing since even
in the paramagnetic phase long-range two-dimensional
antiferromagnetic fluctuations exist, which have been
found to exceed 100 lattice spacings [44]. Magnetic ex-
change interactions seem to be of correspondingly long-
range nature [48]. First principles dynamical mean field
theory (DMFT) calculations [4] can rationalize the insu-
lating nature of the compound, even in its paramagnetic
phase. This is consistent with the experimentally found
insensitivity of spectral or transport properties on the
presence of absence of magnetic order [28, 49, 50]. Never-
theless the detailed analysis of band dispersions obtained
within single-site DMFT reveals interesting discrepancies
between theory and experiment (see below). For the case
of the related Ba2IrO4 [51] cluster DMFT leads to much
better agreement with angle-resolved photoemission data
[52, 53].
Following the analogy with the cuprates, one of the
most intriguing questions is the evolution of the elec-
tronic structure when additional carriers are introduced.
Recently, several groups have succeeded to dope Sr2IrO4,
both on the electron- and hole-doped side. Most in-
terestingly, however, despite all the analogies with the
cuprates, to date no superconducting phase could be ob-
served.
A metallic state can be realized via cationic substitu-
tion both in the case of hole doping, e.g. with K [36], Rh
[49, 54, 55] or Ru [56], and in the case of electron dop-
ing with La [36, 50, 54, 57, 58]. For La doping x ≥ 0.04
the antiferromagnetic Ne´el temperature vanishes and the
system (Sr1−xLax)2IrO4 remains a paramagnetic metal
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2down to lowest temperatures [36]. Other possibilities of
electron doping are depositing a K surface layer [26, 34]
and via oxygen depletion [59].
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
has been able to identify the band dispersions and Fermi
surfaces in electron- [28, 29, 32, 34] and hole-doped
[28, 32, 33] samples. On the electron-doped side, the
dominant Fermi surface feature is a lens-shaped elec-
tron pocket centred around the M -point of the crystallo-
graphic Brillouin zone. A detailed analysis of the onset of
spectral weight suggests the existence of depletion regions
[28, 29] reminiscent of the pseudogap behavior observed
in the cuprates [60–62].
In this paper, we establish a first principles descrip-
tion of the spectral properties of pure and electron-doped
Sr2IrO4 beyond the DMFT approximation of a purely lo-
cal many-body self-energy. We demonstrate that includ-
ing short-range fluctuations is crucial to reliably assess
spectral properties, which we find in excellent agreement
with experiments. In the electron-doped case we find an
exotic metallic state, whose properties we relate to recent
angle-resolved photoemission spectra. In particular, our
calculations offer a surprisingly simple picture for the pu-
tative antinodal pseudogap found in experiments. It is
in fact a direct consequence of strong inter-site Ir-Ir fluc-
tuations. Our findings suggest that while the similarities
in the electronic structure between iridates and cuprates
cover various quite different aspects, these common fea-
tures may not be considered as proxy for superconduc-
tivity.
II. ASSESSING ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF
SR2IRO4
The 5d transition metal oxide Sr2IrO4 crystallizes in
a tetragonal crystal structure derived from the K2NiF4
structure, well-known in Sr2RuO4 or La2CuO4, by low-
ering the symmetry by a 11◦ rotation of its IrO6 octahe-
dra around the c-axis [52, 63][64]. Below 240 K, canted
antiferromagnetic (AF) order sets in[6, 65, 66]. Here,
we focus on the paramagnetic (PM) insulating phase of
Sr2IrO4 above 240 K. The rotations of the IrO6 octahedra
result in a doubling of the unit cell along the c-direction,
and a primitive cell in the paramagnetic phase that is
as large as in the antiferromagnetic one. Its four crys-
tallographically equivalent Ir atoms are pairwise related
by a screw-symmetry, with the orientation of pairs being
rotated by 90 degrees between neighboring planes, see
Fig. 1A and B.
DMFT-based first principles calculations which intro-
duce effective Hubbard interactions and assess the result-
ing quantum fluctuations locally on each Ir atom could
indeed identify the insulating state of Sr2IrO4 [4, 5], even
in the absence of long-range magnetic order. The re-
sulting description of spectral properties (see Fig. 3c of
Ref. [4], which is replotted as Fig. 3 in the Supplemental
Material[67]) is however not in agreement with experi-
ment.
Here, we introduce an extension of ab initio cluster
DMFT that extends the concept to oriented clusters as
representative entities of parts of the solid. As in dy-
namical mean field theory, a self-consistency condition
restores the original symmetries of the lattice, which – in
the case of an oriented cluster – concern however not only
the usual translational symmetries, but also the point
group of the solid. Details of the method and its prac-
tical implementation are discussed in the Supplemental
Material [67].
Our starting Hamiltonian is the three-orbital Hubbard-
type Hamiltonian of Ref. [4], where a single-particle
Hamiltonian for the t2g-manifold is derived from Density
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations and augmented
by Hubbard and Hund’s interaction terms. As shown in
Ref. [4], however, the effect of the interactions onto the
jeff=3/2 states is essentially a global shift that makes
these orbitals completely filled, leaving only the jeff=1/2
states around the Fermi level. Therefore, we take the re-
sult for the jeff=3/2 states directly from Ref. [4], and in-
clude only the jeff=1/2 states into our new cluster theory
treatment. This is done via a tight-binding parametriza-
tion of the corresponding bands.
The oriented cluster DMFT (OC-DMFT) treatment of
this Hamiltonian focuses onto the local Green’s function
Gloc(ω) =
∑
k,α
Gα(k, ω) (1)
with the momentum k- and orientation α-resolved
Green’s function
Gα(k, ω) = [ω + µ−H(k)− Σαdimer(ω)]−1. (2)
Here, Σαdimer is the self-energy of a dimer impurity prob-
lem, augmented by an orientation α = a±b, where a and
b are the unit-cell vectors. The k sum runs over the first
Brillouin zone, restoring the translational invariance of
the solid after calculating its self-energy from the quan-
tum dimer problem, and the sum over α restores its point
group. More details on the general philosophy and prac-
tical implementation can be found in the Supplemental
Material [67].
In a metal, electronic screening is drastically enhanced
as compared to an insulator with profound consequences
for the spectra [68, 69]. This is even more true in 5d
compounds, where the relatively extended nature of the
5d orbitals induces inter-atomic interactions that are rel-
atively large as compared to the local ones [70]. For
this reason, the effective Hubbard interactions are ex-
pected to be smaller in the La-doped compound than
in the pure sample. We mimic this effect here by using
a smaller on-site Hubbard interaction for the doped case
(Ueff = 0.6 eV) than for the undoped one (Ueff = 1.1 eV).
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FIG. 1. Spectral density of undoped Sr2IrO4. A: Crystal structure of Sr2IrO4 where green spheres stand for strontium ions,
golden ones for iridium and blue ones for oxygen. The IrO6 octahedra are alternately tilted clockwise and anticlockwise, leading
to two different – though crystallographically equivalent – configurations of the Ir atoms. The unit cell comprises two layers in
the c-direction, which are shifted by (1/2, 0) in the a − b plane. B: Illustration of the first Brillouin zone of the distorted and
undistorted structure of Sr2IrO4. Rotations of the oxygen octahedra cause a doubling of the unit cell, which leads to a halved
first Brillouin zone and a redefinition of high symmetry points. The high symmetry points of the distorted structure are shown
in red. C: Measured ARPES spectrum in the first (C1) and second (C2) Brillouin zone. D: Calculated momentum-resolved
spectral function of Sr2IrO4 using DFT and oriented-cluster DMFT for the jeff = 1/2 band.
III. RESULTS
A. Undoped Sr2IrO4
We have measured ARPES spectra of Sr2IrO4, under
the experimental conditions described in the Supplemen-
tal Material [67]. Figure 1C displays the resulting spectra
along the Γ −M − X − Γ path in the first and second
Brillouin zone. Due to matrix element effects, these re-
sults display characteristic differences, with spectra in
the first Brillouin zone amplifying the jeff=1/2 contri-
bution, while in the second Brillouin zone the jeff=3/2
contribution is dominant. This strong matrix element
effect expresses the fact that the corresponding Fourier
component of the potential (lowering the symmetry from
I4/mmm to I4/acd) is weak. In agreement with ARPES
spectra in the literature [28, 29], we find the first removal
state at Γ to be of jeff=3/2 character, while the jeff=1/2
form a strongly dispersive feature that displays a maxi-
mum at the X point. In our theoretical calculations, we
do not address matrix element effects, which would dif-
ferentiate results between different Brillouin zones. For
this reason, the theoretical spectral function is compared
to the sum of the experimental spectra. Most intrigu-
ingly, in single-site DMFT calculations (see Fig. 3 in the
Supplemental Material [67]), the jeff=1/2 states form a
very weakly dispersive feature with an onset of spectral
weight at −0.2 eV below the Fermi level, in strong dis-
agreement with the experimental spectra in Fig. 1C.
Figure 1D displays the result of our present calcu-
lations that include non-local many-body correlations
within our new OC-DMFT scheme. The comparison
to the experimental spectra yields impressive agreement,
demonstrating that non-local many-body effects were in-
deed the missing ingredient for assessing spectral prop-
erties of this compound. The OC-DMFT treatment ef-
fectively includes inter-iridium site fluctuations in the
half-filled jeff=1/2 manifold, and in particular includes
the inter-site magnetic exchange of energy scale 4t2/U
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FIG. 2. Constant energy map of the spectral density of
undoped Sr2IrO4. A: Experimental spectral density (left) and
calculated spectral function (right) at −0.25 eV. B: The same
quantities at −0.5 eV. Blue points indicate high-symmetry
points of the Brillouin zone. In the calculations first and
second Brillouin zone are the same, in the experiments matrix
element effects cause differences.
into the description. With the present parameters we
obtain a value of ∼ 108 meV (78 meV) for states of
inter-layer (anti)bonding nature, which coincides with
the experimental estimate of the magnetic exchange cou-
pling J = 4t2/U ∼ 100 meV [44]. As a consequence of
the antiferromagnetic fluctuations, the jeff=1/2 band is
much more dispersive than the single-site DMFT calcu-
lation and each of the Hubbard bands [71] has a width
of ∼ 0.8 eV.
Our analysis further allows for a refinement of the iden-
tification of the character of the spectral features in the
first and second Brillouin zone. In Fig. 1C1, the signal
comes from the first Brillouin zone and is dominated by
the jeff=1/2 manifold, even though along the MX di-
rection some spectral weight around −1.1 eV originates
from the jeff=3/2 manifold. In Fig. 1C2, the signal comes
from the second Brillouin zone and is dominated by the
jeff=3/2 bands. Our calculations show that even within
the jeff=3/2 manifold the experimental signal is selec-
tive with respect to the mj quantum number. The main
contribution to the spectral weight seen in the second
Brillouin zone comes from the mj = 1/2 band whereas
the mj = 3/2 contributes to the first Brillouin zone.
The left panel of Fig. 2A shows an ARPES spectrum
acquired at the X point at −0.25 eV at room temper-
ature. According to ARPES measurements of the mag-
netic phase, the lowest energy excitations disperse up
to the X point and never cross the Fermi level. This
spectrum is qualitatively similar to the one measured
below TN in previous works [2, 25], demonstrating that
spectral properties are largely insensitive to the presence
or absence of long-range magnetic order. The lack of
a Fermi level crossing excludes the presence of metallic
quasiparticles even in the paramagnetic phase, in agree-
ment between theory and experiment. By comparing the
measured spectrum with the calculated spectral function,
the overall agreement allows for a clear identification of
the peak at −0.25 eV with the jeff=1/2 lower Hubbard
band. We show in the left panel of Fig. 2B the photo-
electron intensity map collected at −0.5 eV. The intense
blobs observed at Γ originate from the top level of the
jeff=3/2 band whereas the spectral features around M
and X arise from the jeff=1/2 band which form circles
centered around Γ with a radius of 0.5 A˚−1.
B. La-doped Sr2IrO4 and the putative pseudogap
In the following, we investigate spectral properties of
the electron-doped system and compare our results to
experimental findings on (Sr1−xLax)2IrO4 with x = 0.05
[29]. In this doping regime the system is a paramagnetic
metal down to lowest temperatures.
Figure 3 displays the spectral function A(k, ω) along
the Γ−M−X−Γ path of the Brillouin zone resulting from
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FIG. 4. Fermi surface and particle-hole averaged (i.e. “symmetrized”) spectral functions of 10%-electron-doped Sr2IrO4. A:
Fermi surface when combining both dimer configurations. The first Brillouin zone is indicated by a dashed orange line. In the
first quadrant we overlay experimental data points along which the pseudogap was extracted in Ref. [29], in the third quadrant
the pseudogap extracted from (B) along the experimental path. B: Symmetrized spectral functions for the semi-circular k-path
used in experiment (see (A)). Symmetrized spectral functions for which the pseudogap is shown in (A) are plotted bold and
their maxima are indicated by a dot. C: Calculated spectral function with equal energy cuts at the Fermi surface for the two
cluster orientations Σa−b and Σa+b indicated in the sketches. If not indicated in the plots, a broadening of η = 0.02 eV is
assumed.
our calculations for an electron doping of 10%. The fea-
tures of the upper Hubbard band (UHB) of the undoped
compound can be continuously connected to features of
the quasiparticle states at the Fermi level, which are vis-
ible in Fig. 3. In our dimer picture, this reminiscent
feature of the UHB arises as bonding and antibonding
states of the cluster, which is why we will refer in the fol-
lowing to the lower (upper) branch of the jeff=1/2 band
as (anti)bonding band [71].
The antibonding band (ABB) crosses the Fermi level
and causes a Fermi pocket around the M point. The po-
sitions of the band maxima at the high symmetry points
have changed slightly as compared to the undoped case.
At the M point the bonding band (BB) of the jeff=1/2
appears around −0.37 eV and at the X point it is in close
proximity to the Fermi energy. There, depending on res-
olution finite weight of the tail of the broad peak can be
picked up at the Fermi energy. At the Γ point the signal
of the jeff=3/2 manifold can be seen at −0.4 eV.
Overall, the spectral function displays excellent agree-
ment with available ARPES data [28, 29]. In agreement
with Ref. [29] we find a nearly linear dispersion close to
the Fermi level, which can be traced back to the ABB of
the jeff=1/2 band. Compared to [29] our spectrum differs
slightly at the M point in that in [29] the dispersion close
to the Fermi energy was interpreted to extrapolate to a
Dirac point around −0.1 eV and a quasilinear continu-
ation for even lower energies, possibly with a small gap
at the high symmetry line. Here, we see a distinct gap
between bonding and antibonding jeff=1/2 band at the
M point and can clearly distinguish between states of the
ABB forming the electron pocket and those of the BB.
Although the lower part of the experimentally measured
dispersion matches our calculated spectrum, the states
right below the putative Dirac point are not found here.
Our calculation rather suggests a scenario similar to the
one of Ref. [28], where a similar quasilinear dispersion
was found for a doping of x = 0.04. There, the verti-
cal dispersion was discussed as stemming from spectral
weight of the large tail of the jeff=1/2, which is picked
up by the momentum distribution curve [28].
We now turn to the Fermi surface. The ABB crosses
the Fermi energy close to the M point resulting in a lens-
shaped electron pocket, which is centered around the M
point and elongated along the Brillouin zone boundary
(see Fig. 4A). Our theoretical findings agree well with
recent ARPES measurements on the electron-doped sys-
tem (Sr1−xLax)2IrO4, both considering the shape and
the size of the pockets [29].
The ARPES measurements also revealed unusual
metallic behavior [28, 29] with an antinodal pseudogap
at a La concentration of x = 0.05 [29]. Figure 4B shows
particle-hole averaged spectral functions (“symmetrized
spectra”) as they are often plotted from experimental
data. We move along a semicircular k-path, which is a
natural extension of the Fermi surface (see Fig. 4A). At
small angles 4◦ ≤ α the symmetrized spectral function
shows a pseudogap, which closes again at α ≈ 15◦. For
angles 21◦ ≤ α ≤ 26◦ an additional feature emerges at
sufficiently large temperatures, which could be misinter-
preted as a pseudogap, too. However, since the hole-part
of the spectrum is still close to the Fermi energy, this
feature can be traced back to contributions of hole-parts
of the spectrum due to large enough temperatures, which
then resemble a pseudogap in the symmetrized spectral
function. Finally, for angles α . 45◦, i.e. close to the
antinodal point, spectral features closely resemble the
pseudogap features emerging at smaller angles close to
the tips of the electron pockets. In experiment, based on
symmetrized energy distribution curves, the regions out-
side the pockets were identified as showing a pseudogap,
which reaches up to the antinodal point [29]. Our cal-
culations reveal that the antinodal regions do not show
the same pseudogap, which stems from the upper Hub-
6bard band that forms the pockets, but rather relicts of
the lower jeff=1/2 Hubbard band (Fig. 3). To better
understand the origin of pseudogap-like features in the
symmetrized spectral function, we focus in Fig. 4A on
Fermi surface cuts of the spectral function. Within OC-
DMFT we have access to the precise position of the quasi-
particle excitations. However, in plots of the spectral
function A(k, ω) we add a finite broadening η to mimic
the experimental k resolution. The top left panel shows
the spectral density at the Fermi level with a realistic
broadening η = 0.10 eV. It shows the lens-shaped Fermi
surface pocket, which is in good agreement with ARPES
spectra [29] (top right panel of Fig. 4A). Plotting the ex-
tracted pseudogap from the symmetrized spectral func-
tion in Fig. 4B along the semicircular k-path resembles
the pseudogap found in ARPES (bottom left panel).
In our calculation, we can trace back the origin of the
pseudogap features by choosing an artificially reduced
resolution (see bottom right panel of Fig. 4A), which
reveals the fine structure of the Fermi pocket. What
seemed to be a sole pocket is actually composed of two
separate lens-shaped pockets, which are tilted off-axis in
opposite directions by roughly 15◦ each. Given the ex-
perimental resolution it is clear that ARPES cannot re-
solve them separately. The dimer cluster used in our
OC-DMFT calculation is the minimal setup to account
for the two different IrO6 orientations of adjacent Ir sites
and leads to two configurations (related by a 90 degree
rotation), which are schematically shown in Fig. 4C. It
is the breaking of orientation symmetry within each con-
figuration, which gives rise to the stretched, tilted Fermi
pocket at the Fermi energy as shown in the Fermi surface
cuts of the spectral function in Fig. 4C.
Since both orientations alternate between the different
Ir layers along the c-direction, Figure 4A shows the Fermi
surface of the orientation average of both configurations
shown in Fig. 4C. A realistic broadening, however, ren-
ders it impossible to identify two separate pockets, but
rather suggests an interpretation as a single pocket struc-
ture (see Fig. 4A for η = 0.10 eV). As a consequence,
the path along which one extracts the energy distribu-
tion curves of this putative single pocket resembles the
circular shape of the DFT result that was used in Ref.
[29] and does not coincide with the Fermi surface of the
(two-pocket) Fermi surface visible at higher resolution.
Since the putative sole pocket visible at larger broad-
ening is a superposition of the two canted pockets, its
tip corresponds to the region between the two pockets.
When measuring there, the emerging symmetrized spec-
tral function shown in Fig. 4B features a pseudogap. In
this sense, the appearance of the pseudogap close to the
pocket’s tip is a direct consequence of the non-local fluc-
tuations.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we have performed ab initio calculations
within a novel oriented cluster dynamical mean field the-
ory scheme, which includes non-local quantum fluctua-
tions based on an oriented dimer as a reference system
for a dynamical mean field theory scheme. We find ex-
cellent agreement between the resulting spectral func-
tions for both, pure and electron-doped Sr2IrO4, with ex-
perimental photoemission data, emphasizing the role of
non-local quantum correlations in these 5d compounds.
These findings provide new evidence for the electronic
analogies between iridates and cuprates, making the ab-
sence of superconductivity an even more intriguing fea-
ture of the iridate compounds. In particular, the single-
orbital nature of a compound, the emergence of a metallic
state from a doped insulating parent compound, and the
pseudogap-like features discussed in Sr2IrO4 do not seem
to be proxies for superconductivity.
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